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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an Adaptive Regulating Drop (ARD) marker, as a novel dropping strategy at the ingress edge router, to improve TCP fairness in assured services (ASs) without a decrease in the link utilization. To drop packets pertinently, the ARD marker adaptively changes a Temporary Permitted Rate (TPR) for aggregate TCP flows. The TPR is set larger than the current input IN packet rate of aggregate TCP flows while inversely proportional to the measured output OUT packet rate. To reduce the excessive use of greedy TCP flows by notifying droppings of their IN packets constantly to them without a decrease in the link utilization, the ARD marker performs random early fair remarking of their excessive IN packets to OUT packets at the aggregate flow level according to the TPR. In addition, an aggregate dropper is combined to drop some excessive IN packets fairly and constantly according to the TPR. Thus, the throughput of a TCP flow no more depends on only the sporadic and unfair OUT packet droppings at the RIO buffer in the core router. Then, the ARD marker regulates the packet transmission rate of each TCP flow to the contract rate by increasing TCP fairness, without a decrease in the link utilization.

Index Terms— Differentiated service, fairness, Packet dropping strategy, and TCP.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE differentiated services (DiffServ) architecture has been proposed as a scalable way of providing quality of service (QoS) in the Internet [1], [2]. Currently, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has standardized two per-hop behaviors (PHBs). Expedited Forwarding (EF) PHB for premium services provides low loss, low latency, low jitter and assured bandwidth like Virtual Wire [3]. Assured Forwarding (AF) PHB for assured services provides different levels of forwarding assurances according to the customer’s profile [4]. In this paper, we focus on assured services.

In assured service framework, the routers at the edge of the network monitor and mark packets of individual flows. Originally, assured service was proposed to use the RED-in/out (RIO) [5] approach to ensure the expected capacity specified by the service profile. The packets of a flow that obey the service profile are marked IN (in-profile) and the packets that are beyond the service profile are marked OUT (out-of-profile). In a DiffServ aware router, all the incoming packets are queued in the original transmission order. However, during network congestion, the router preferentially drops the OUT packets. The DiffServ aware router does not distinguish between packets of individual flows and can use FIFO style scheduling mechanisms. By appropriate provisioning, if we could make sure that the aggregate IN packets would not exceed the capacity of the link, the throughput of each flow or flow aggregate could be assured to be at least the rate defined in the service profile. However, the AF PHB fails to give good QoS and fairness to the TCP flows because of the TCP phase effect at the RIO buffer. It is caused by sporadic during only network congestion and unfair OUT packet droppings at the RIO buffer, and the TCP's congestion control algorithm working with a different round trip time (RTT), because window flow control protocols have a periodic cycle equal to the connection round trip time [6], [7].

In previous works [5], [8], [9], the marking strategies are devised under the dropping mechanisms of the RIO buffer. To improve QoS and fairness of TCP flows, packets of individual flows are adaptively marked respectively according to the marking strategy using the state information of the individual flow at the edge of the network, such as its current sending rate, its contract rate, its round trip time, and its packet drop-rate by the RIO buffer. Then, those proposed marking strategies at the ingress edge router of the network need per-flow monitoring and signaling [10], [11]. However, there have been few attempts to improve QoS and fairness of TCP flows of assured services through an additional dropping strategy which needs only the per-flow marker that marks simply the packets of a TCP flow as IN or OUT packets according to only the contract rate [10], [11]. In this paper, we propose an Adaptive Regulating Drop (ARD) marker, as a novel dropping strategy at the ingress edge router, to improve TCP fairness without a decrease in the link utilization.

In our scheme, each TCP flow has the per-flow marker that marks simply its packets as IN or OUT packets.
according to only the contract rate. The proposed ARD marker monitors IN and OUT packets of aggregate TCP flows, and at the aggregate flow level it performs remarking and dropping packets simultaneously using the state information of aggregate TCP flows, such as current IN packet rate, current OUT packet rate, and the capacity of the bottleneck link. This remarking and dropping of packets should affect all the TCP flows of the ingressive edge router proportionally to their current usage (i.e. fair dropping). The edge router directly connected to the source host of a TCP flow, i.e. the ingressive edge router, can perform this fair early dropping of packets before they enter into the core routers.

To drop packets pertinently to improve TCP fairness without a decrease in the link utilization, the ARD marker adaptively changes a Temporary Permitted Rate (TPR) for aggregate TCP flows. For the performance comparison, we temporarily defined the Adaptive Regulating Marker (ARM), which performs only the adaptive remarking according to the TPR. Then, by comparing the results with the conventional RIO-based scheme and the ARM scheme, we show the effectiveness of the proposed ARD marker in TCP fairness improvement without a decrease in the link utilization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes the ARD marker. Section 3 studies the performance of the proposed ARD marker using the ns2 network simulator [12]. Section 4 is devoted to conclusions.

II. ARD MARKER

In our scheme, each TCP flow has the per-flow marker in the user's host that marks simply its packets as IN or OUT packets according to only the contract rate, i.e., the average transmission rate that is determined between the user and the ISP (Internet Service Provider). The proposed ARD marker is implemented in the ingressive edge router directly connected to the source host of a TCP flow as shown in Fig. 1. To improve TCP fairness in ASs without a decrease in the link utilization, it introduces a novel dropping strategy that needs only the above simple per-flow marker.

A. Fair regulative drop mechanism of the ARD marker for TCP flows

If TCP sources, having the same contract rate and different RTTs, share the bandwidth of the bottleneck link through the RIO buffer, each TCP flow will have an unfair packet transmission rate. That is, due to the phase effect, a greedy TCP flow transmits more packets beyond the contract rate, while a damaged TCP flow cannot transmit packets at the contract rate. To resolve this TCP unfairness problem, more packets should be dropped from the greedy TCP flow so that the number of packets passing through the network would be fairer. As a result, the TCP fairness can be improved.

At the aggregate flow level, the ARD marker performs fair remarking and dropping packets simultaneously. And the operations of it work adaptively according to the current state information of aggregate TCP flows, such as the current IN packet rate, the current OUT packet rate, and the capacity of the bottleneck link by monitoring IN and OUT packets of aggregate TCP flows. The ingressive edge router can perform this fair early dropping of packets before they enter into the core routers because it is the first place where the TCP flows are aggregated. To prevent degradation of TCP throughput by packet dropping, this fair early dropping is performed only at the ingressive edge router. That is, the consecutive packet dropping at multiple domains is prohibited.

Fig. 1. Proposed ARD marker.

To drop packets pertinently, the ARD marker adaptively changes a Temporary Permitted Rate (TPR) for aggregate TCP flows. The TPR is smaller than or equal to the capacity of the bottleneck link and larger than the current input IN packet rate of aggregate TCP flows. Furthermore, it is set inversely proportional to the measured input OUT packet rate indicating the current degree of excessive use of aggregate greedy TCP flows beyond each flow's contract rate. To reduce the excessive use of greedy TCP flows by notifying droppings of their IN packets constantly to them without a decrease in the link utilization, according to the TPR, the ARD marker performs random early fair remarking of their excessive IN packets to OUT packets at the aggregate flow level. Through the adaptive fair remarking according to the TPR, the ARD marker can regulate the packet transmission rate of a greedy TCP flow to the contract rate by reducing its excessive use. Furthermore, the reduction in the excessive use of greedy TCP flows increases the packet transmission rate of a damaged TCP flow to the contract rate. Therefore, the TCP fairness in ASs is improved. This adaptive remarking of the ARD marker according to the current network traffic, using the TPR, can avoid
excessive remarking of packets to OUT, which decrease the link utilization by excessive OUT packet droppings at the RIO buffer.

To implement this fair regulative remarking, the ARD marker shown in Fig. 1 uses a leaky bucket where the token filling rate is set to the TPR for the aggregate TCP flows. In the leaky bucket, there is a threshold for the remarking and drop \( T_{rd} \). If the number of tokens in the leaky bucket is less than the \( T_{rd} \), an arriving IN packet is randomly remarked to OUT. That is, the excessive IN packets of greedy TCP flows beyond the TPR are randomly remarked to OUT packets. If the arriving rate of IN packets exceeds TPR, the token consumption rate exceeds the token filling rate. Then, the token level in the bucket falls into the remarking and drop region, under the \( T_{rd} \). In the remarking and drop region, each arriving IN packet is randomly remarked to OUT with a probability of \( P_{ren} \), where \( P_{ren} \) is a function of the token count in the leaky bucket (\( TK_{num} \)) as shown in (1). In (1), \( MAX_{ren} \) is the maximum remarking rate. When the leaky bucket runs out of tokens, all arriving excessive IN packets are remarked to OUT packets. Packets remarked to OUT packets do not consume tokens while outgoing IN packets, which are not remarked and not dropped, consume tokens. This remarking rule is intended to be more pertinent for detecting and dropping IN packets of greedy TCP flows. It is because, as the instantaneous aggregate IN packet rate becomes larger beyond the TPR, the more tokens are consumed and the possibility that IN packets of greedy TCP flows arrive in the remarking region also becomes larger. Thus, we set the \( P_{ren} \) inversely proportional to the number of remaining tokens \( TK_{num} \) as shown in (1).

Therefore, we can reduce the erroneous remarks where IN packets of damaged TCP flows are remarked.

\[
P_{ren} = \left( T_{rd} - TK_{num} \right) \cdot MAX_{ren} / T_{rd}
\]  

In addition, in the above remarking of packets, the ARD marker starts early the random remarking of packets to OUT with \( P_{ren} \) before the leaky bucket runs out of tokens. The leaky bucket is a deterministic flow control network element that can be used as a traffic consumer. Like the drop-tail queue, a simple leaky bucket remarks all IN packets that arrive when there are no tokens available. As argued in [6], much of the Internet traffic is highly periodic, either because of periodic sources (e.g., real time audio or video) or because window flow control protocols have a periodic cycle equal to the connection round trip time (e.g., a network-bandwidth limited TCP bulk data transfer). This phase effect could bring unfairness in the remarking among different TCP flows.

Introducing randomness in the packet selection process of the flow control mechanism could solve this problem. An example is the random early detection (RED) gateway [13] that reduces the unfairness of the drop-tail queue. We applied a similar concept to the leaky bucket by introducing randomness and early decisions on the packet remarking process. As described before, the ARD marker reduces the unfairness in the packet remarking process by detecting the arriving rate of IN packets early and by remarking packets randomly. Through the early and random remarking decisions on packets, the ARD marker remarks IN packets of each flow approximately in proportion to its current IN packet transmission rate.

But, however regulative this adaptive remarking works, those remarked packets to OUT packets of greedy TCP flows are still dropped sporadically and unfairly at the RIO buffer in the core router. Therefore, the ARD marker introduces dropping of packets in the remarking process to improve the TCP fairness. In the ARD marker as shown in Fig. 1, an aggregate dropper is combined to drop some excessive IN packets fairly and constantly according to the TPR, instead of remarking them to OUT packets. Thus, the throughput of a TCP flow no more depends on only the sporadic and unfair OUT packet droppings at the RIO buffer in the core router. That is, for those remarked packets to OUT packets of greedy TCP flows, the sporadic and unfair packet droppings at the RIO buffer decrease while the constant and fair packet droppings at the ARD marker increase. Then, the ARD marker increases TCP fairness of ASs more than the ARM scheme. This restrictive packet dropping is introduced to improve TCP fairness without reduction of throughput.

At the aggregate flow level, the dropper in the ARD marker drops excessive incoming IN packets randomly with a constant probability \( P_{drop} \), only when the token level of the leaky bucket stays in the remarking and drop region, under the \( T_{rd} \). That is, when the aggregate IN packet rate exceeds the TPR, some of the excessive incoming IN packets from a greedy TCP flow are dropped without a token consumption, instead of being remarked as OUT, in proportion to its current IN packet transmission rate, before they enter into the core routers. This is because the relative order in the IN packet transmission rate is maintained in the ingressive edge routers. Note that since some of the excessive IN packets, which are likely to be remarked and dropped in the core routers, are dropped instead of being remarked to OUT, this fair early dropping gives little impact on the throughputs of TCP flows.

B. Adaptive configuration method of the TPR

The ARD marker adaptively changes the TPR for aggregate TCP flows according to the current state information of aggregate TCP flows, such as the current IN packet rate, the current OUT packet rate, and the capacity of the bottleneck link, by monitoring IN and OUT packets of aggregate TCP flows. This configuration method of TPR, adaptive according to changes of network traffic, makes the operations of the ARD marker work
adaptively. So, it prevents a decrease in the link utilization and sporadic control of the ARD marker over the IN packets of greedy TCP flows. Otherwise, if the TPR is not changed although the state of network traffic has varied, the ARD marker cannot prevent a decrease in the link utilization. It occurs because of excessive packet remarking and dropping at the ARD marker, when the input IN packet rate of aggregate TCP flows becomes much larger than the TPR. Furthermore, when it becomes much smaller than the TPR because of the above excessive packet remarking and dropping at the ARD marker, the token level in the leaky bucket cannot enter the remarking and drop region. And then the operations of ARD marker cannot be performed constantly over the IN packets of greedy TCP flows to reduce their excessive use. Consequently, in this case, TCP fairness cannot be achieved. The TPR is calculated as follows:

$$TPR = TPR_{\text{max}} \cdot \left( \frac{\lambda_n}{\lambda_n + \lambda_{\text{in}}} \right)$$

(2)

where $TPR_{\text{max}}$ denotes the maximum TPR corresponding to the bandwidth of the bottleneck link, $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ denotes the aggregate input IN packet rate, i.e., the aggregate rate of the incoming IN packets of TCP flows, $\lambda_{\text{out}}$ denotes the aggregate input OUT packet rate. For measuring the incoming rate of each colored packets at the aggregate flow level, two input traffic meters are used after packet classification, as shown in Fig. 1. Each input traffic meter measures the aggregate rate of incoming each colored packet for a time interval $\tau_0$ and does it every time interval. Using these values, every $\tau_0$ time interval the TPR configuration block in the ARD marker newly calculates the TPR for the next $\tau_0$ time interval. The TPR is used as the token filling rate of the leaky bucket. The difference between the average aggregate IN packet rate of $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ and the TPR determines the operation region of the leaky bucket. If the instantaneous aggregate IN packet rate is larger than the TPR, the leaky bucket stays in the remarking and drop region and some of the IN packets from greedy TCP flows are remarked and dropped. Therefore, the chance of an IN packet drop increases as the TPR becomes smaller.

$$TPR = TPR_{\text{max}} \cdot \beta = TPR_{\text{max}} \left( \frac{1}{1 + (\lambda_{\text{in}}/\lambda_n)} \right),$$

$\beta \leq 1$  

(3)

$$TPR = \left( \frac{TPR_{\text{max}}}{\lambda_n + \lambda_{\text{out}}} \right) \lambda_n = \alpha \cdot \lambda_n,$$

$$\alpha = \left( \frac{TPR_{\text{max}}}{\text{Link utilization}} \right), \alpha \geq 1$$

(4)

Equation (2) can be written as shown in (3) and (4). The $\beta$ in (3) denotes a scaling factor for the $TPR_{\text{max}}$ in configuring the TPR, and the $\alpha$ in (4) denotes a scaling factor for the $\lambda_{\text{in}}$. In (3), we named the ratio of $\lambda_{\text{out}}/\lambda_n$ as the excessive use ratio of greedy TCP flows, to which the $\beta$ factor is inversely proportional. And the value of $(\lambda_{\text{in}} + \lambda_{\text{out}})$ is regarded as the utilization of the bottleneck link in (4). The $\beta$ factor is inversely proportional to the value of $(\lambda_{\text{in}} + \lambda_{\text{out}})$. That is, if the link utilization becomes lower, the TPR is set more larger than the aggregate IN packet rate $\lambda_{\text{in}}$. Thus, a smaller amount of IN packets of greedy TCP flows is remarked and dropped in the remarking and drop region. It shows that the TPR is configured to be larger to increase the link utilization according to the current degree of link utilization. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) show this TPR configuration from the value of $\alpha$ or $\beta$ scaling factor.

![Fig. 2(a) the relation between $\alpha$ and link utilization](image)

![Fig. 2(b) the relation between $\beta$ and $\lambda_{\text{in}}/\lambda_n$](image)

Fig. 2. TPR configuration from the value of $\alpha$ or $\beta$ scaling factor.

As shown in (3), the calculated TPR is smaller than or equal to the capacity of the bottleneck link $TPR_{\text{max}}$. In this paper, we assumed that the traffic rate defined in the Service Level Agreement (SLA) at the ingressive edge router is always set equal to the $TPR_{\text{max}}$; the bandwidth of bottleneck link in the domain. Then, the sum of the
contract rates of TCP flows (the aggregate contract rate) at the ingressive edge router is smaller than or equal to the bottleneck link bandwidth. Therefore, this new configuration method of TPR, by which the TPR is set not to be larger than the $\text{TPR}_{\text{max}}$ equal to SLA, does not violate the SLA.

Note that the TPR is set proportional to the measured input IN packet rate $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ as shown in (4). Therefore, the ARD marker can remark and drop IN packets of greedy TCP flows constantly according to the current aggregate IN packet rate. In addition, as shown in (3), the TPR is set to become smaller as the measured input OUT packet rate $\lambda_{\text{out}}$ becomes larger, where $\lambda_{\text{out}}$ indicates the current degree of excessive use of aggregate greedy TCP flows beyond each flow's contract rate.

The introduced mechanism of the ARD marker has some analogy with the RED gateway. The RED gateway performs a random early dropping of packets from TCP flows when the average queue size is in the $[\text{min}_n, \text{max}_n]$ range [13], before all the arriving packets are dropped due to the increased average queue size larger than $\text{max}_n$. By this control, the average queue size for TCP flows is controlled to vary almost between the $[\text{min}_n, \text{max}_n]$ range. The ARD marker performs the random early remarking and dropping of IN packets from TCP flows according to a configured TPR during an $n_t$ interval, when the token level is in the $[0, T_a]$ range, before all the arriving IN packets are remarked to OUT due to no available tokens with the $P_{\text{drop}}$. Then, from the above result caused by RED gateway control for TCP flows, we can guess the variations of the token level during an $n_t$ interval. That is, the token level will stay in the remarking and drop region of the $[0, T_a]$ range. This token level variation means that, after the controls of the ARD marker for reducing the excessive use of TCP flows, the aggregate IN packet rate of TCP flows will be stabilized and increased to the configured TPR, larger than $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ measured during the last $n_t$ interval. That is, this result shows the evidence of mitigation of the TCP phase effect, which increases TCP fairness. The simulation results in the following Section support this argument.

III. PERFORMANCE STUDY

In this Section, we analyze the performance and the effectiveness of the proposed ARD marker. We compare TCP fairness and aggregate throughput with the conventional RIO-based scheme and the ARM scheme through experiments using the ns2 simulator [12]. TCP Reno is used for all the simulation results in this paper. Fig. 3 depicts the simulation topologies used to study the performance of the ARD marker. 20 TCP flows have been used to show that the ARD marker scales well with more flows. In Fig. 3, each TCP host has a source marker implemented its inside, which marks simply its packets as IN or OUT packets according to only the contract rate. We assume that each host contracts 0.25 Mbps for AS. Thus, initially each host could have up to 0.25 Mbps packets marked as IN. The remaining packets are marked as OUT.

![Fig. 3. Simulation topology used to study the performance of the ARD marker.](image)

AS is implemented in the core routers CR1 and CR2 through the RIO scheme [5]. Both IN and OUT packets are buffered in the same queue having 400 packet queue length. We use two sets of RED parameters for IN and OUT packets [13]. The RIO parameters for IN packets are: 180 packets, 240 packets, and 0.02 for $\text{min}_n$, $\text{max}_n$, and $P_{\text{max}_n}$, respectively, where $\text{min}_n$ and $\text{max}_n$ represent the lower and upper bounds for the average queue size for IN packets, and $P_{\text{max}_n}$ is the maximum drop probability for an IN packet when the average queue size is in the $[\text{min}_n, \text{max}_n]$ range. The $\text{min}_n$, $\text{max}_n$, and $P_{\text{max}_n}$ are the corresponding parameters for the OUT packets. They are set to be 80 packets, 160 packets, and 0.05 for $\text{min}_n$, $\text{max}_n$, and $P_{\text{max}_n}$, respectively. The ingressive edge router ER has the proposed ARD marker implemented inside. In Fig. 3, at the ARD marker, $\text{TPR}_{\text{out}}$ equal to SLA is set to be 6 Mbps which corresponds to the bottleneck link bandwidth between CR1 and CR2, and the aggregate contract rate of the TCP hosts is 5.0 Mbps smaller than the bottleneck link bandwidth and $\text{TPR}_{\text{out}}$. Twenty TCP flows tcp1, tcp2, ..., tcp19, and tcp20 originate from hosts H1, ..., and H20, respectively and all terminate at CR2. Throughput of each TCP flow is measured at the CR2 core router. The tcp1 flow has the smallest 26.4 ms RTT, while the tcp20 flow has the largest 34 ms RTT. The RTT of each flow increases by 0.4 ms such as 26.4 ms, 26.8 ms, 27.2 ms, ..., 33.6 ms, and 34 ms. In all our simulations, we set the size of the leaky bucket to 60 packets, $T_d$ is set to 15 packets, and $\text{MAX}_c$ probability is set to 0.5. The time interval $n_t$ during which the ARD marker measures the traffic rates is set to 100 seconds, where $\tau$ is set to 0.1 second and $n$ is set to 1000. The drop probability $P_{\text{drop}}$ in the combined dropper is constantly set to 0.02.

Initially, the token filling rate of the leaky bucket is set...
to be $TPR_{\text{max}}$ in ARD and ARM markers. And by the proposed TPR configuration method, ARD and ARM markers measure the input IN and OUT packet rates during $nT$ at ER. In the simulation topology shown in Fig. 3, the $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ measured is 1658 kbps and the $\lambda_{\text{out}}$ measured is 4012 kbps. Note that the sum of $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ and $\lambda_{\text{out}}$ of aggregate TCP flows at ER is much smaller than the bandwidth of the bottleneck link, $TPR_{\text{max}}$ due to the TCP's congestion control algorithm. According to (2), the TPR for the next $nT$ time interval is calculated as 1727 kbps which is larger than the $\lambda_{\text{in}}$ measured during the last $nT$ interval.

In this paper, all the simulations are executed for 200 s equal to two $nT$ intervals. During the first 100 s time interval, ARD and ARM markers measure the input traffic rates to determine the TPR by using the proposed configuration method. They update the TPR every $nT$ time interval. To show the performances of both markers, we compare the throughputs of both markers and the conventional RIO-based scheme during the second 100 s time interval. Note that the difference between the ARD and ARM markers is the constant fair early dropping at the remarking and drop region, as previously explained. In the conventional RIO-based scheme, there is no marker for aggregate TCP flows implemented in the ER and there are only the simple per-flow markers implemented in each TCP host and the RIO buffers implemented in DiffServ aware routers. For the simulation topology shown in Fig. 3, ideally, each TCP flow should have 250 kbps IN throughput as the contract rate, and it should get 300 kbps total throughput as the fair share for the bottleneck link bandwidth. Fig. 4 shows the performances of the RIO-based scheme at the above simulation topologies. And Fig. 5 shows the performance of the ARD marker.

Fig. 4(a) shows the TCP phase effect [6], [7] in the RIO buffer of the CR1 connected to the bottleneck link, where the average queue size changes around the $min_{\text{out}}$ periodically so that OUT packet droppings are sporadic, respectively. The RIO buffer does not distinguish between packets of individual flows so that unfair OUT packet dropping, only proportional to the average queue size, is performed. So, this periodical variation of the average queue size results in a situation where OUT packets of some TCP flows having periodic cycles are more frequently dropped whenever the average queue size becomes larger than the $min_{\text{out}}$ periodically [5]. That is, due to the phase effect, the throughputs of TCP flows can be highly biased. Therefore, a greedy TCP flow transmits more packets beyond the contract rate, while such damaged TCP flow cannot transmit packets at the contract rate. Fig. 4(b) shows the throughput variations of a greedy TCP flow at the simulation topology while Fig. 4(c) shows the throughput variations of a damaged TCP flow, when using only the RIO-based scheme.

![Fig. 4(a) RIO queue size at 20 flows](image1)

**Fig. 4.** TCP fairness performances of the RIO-based scheme.

Fig. 5 shows performances of the proposed ARD marker, which has introduced the fair early dropping of IN packets of greedy TCP flows in the remarking process of the ARM scheme. By the fair early dropping effect at the ingressive edge router, the throughput per second of the greedy TCP flow decreases faster than the case using the RIO-based scheme. This is because the throughput of a TCP flow no more depends on only the sporadic and unfair OUT packet droppings at the RIO buffer in the core routers. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 5(b), the throughput per second of the damaged TCP flow also increases more than the case using the RIO-based scheme. This improved TCP fairness is also seen in Fig. 5(c). By
destroying the periodic cycles in packet transmission rates of greedy TCP flows and those of damaged TCP flows through the fair early dropping, the TCP phase effect in the RIO buffer is mitigated much, when using the ARD marker.

ARM scheme works in Fig. 6(b). But, when using the ARD marker as shown in Fig. 6(c), the token level stays in the remarking and drop region of the [0, Td] range. That is, the aggregate IN packet rate of TCP flows is stabilized and is increased to the configured TPR, which is larger than the λs measured during the last nτ interval. This result shows that the ARD marker, which performs the random early remarking and dropping of packets according to the TPR during the nτ interval, has some analogy with the RED gateway in control ability over the aggregate packet transmission rate of TCP flows. Furthermore, it shows the evidence of mitigation of the TCP phase effect, which increases TCP fairness.

Fig. 5. TCP fairness of the ARD scheme.

To support this argument, we compare the variations of token level in the leaky bucket during the nτ interval in Fig. 6. The number of tokens in the leaky bucket is measured every τ time. Fig. 6(a) shows the observed token level at TPR for the RIO-based scheme. Like the result in Fig. 4(a), the TCP phase effect is also shown in this figure where the token consumption rate of aggregate TCP flows highly fluctuates. Furthermore, the token consumption rate still fluctuates although the

Fig. 6. Comparison of the token level variations.
In the previous simulation results for the proposed ARD marker, we have shown its regulative control ability over the packet transmission rate of the greedy TCP flow and its mitigation ability over the TCP phase effect. Now, we compare TCP fairness and aggregate TCP throughput for aggregate TCP flows. Fig. 7(a) compares the standard deviations in the IN and total throughputs of TCP flows at each simulation topology, respectively. The standard deviation (STD) of throughputs defines the degree of fairness. In addition, in Fig. 7(b), we compare the aggregate IN and total throughputs of TCP flows at the simulation topology shown in Fig. 3. Note that to increase TCP fairness, the ARM scheme performs only the adaptive fair remarking according to the TPR. So, the excessive use of greedy TCP flows is reduced and throughput of the damaged TCP flow is increased. On the other hand, the ARD marker is proposed to enhance the ARM's effect of the adaptive fair remarking on TCP fairness improvement. As shown in Fig. 1, the ARD marker is a structure where an aggregate dropper is combined with the ARM scheme, to increase fair and constant packet droppings for the remarked OUT packets of greedy TCP flows rather than unfair and sporadic packet droppings in the RIO buffer. From these reasons, the STDs in both IN and total throughputs of TCP flows become lower when using the ARM scheme than when using only the RIO-based scheme. Furthermore, the STDs also become lower when using the ARD scheme than when using the ARM scheme as shown in Fig. 7(a).

For the link utilization performance, firstly, the adaptive remarking of the ARM scheme according to the current network traffic, using the TPR, can avoid excessive remarking of packets to OUT, which decrease the link utilization by excessive OUT packet droppings at the RIO buffer. That is, the TPR is adaptively set to be larger than the current aggregate IN packet rate $\lambda_{in}$, and to be larger to increase the link utilization according to the current degree of link utilization as shown in (4). As the TPR becomes larger, the amount of arriving IN packets of greedy TCP flows to control becomes smaller. So, if the link utilization becomes lower, the TPR is set more larger than the $\lambda_{in}$. Thus, a smaller amount of IN packets of greedy TCP flows is remarked in the remarking region. In the ARD marker, some of the excessive IN packets, which are likely to be remarked and dropped in the core routers, are fairly dropped instead of being remarked to OUT. So, this fair early dropping gives little impact on the throughputs of TCP flows. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 7(b), there is no large decrease in the link utilization, in the aggregate IN throughput, and in the input IN packet rate when comparing the results of RIO-based scheme with the results of the ARM scheme and ARD marker, respectively.

**IV. CONCLUSIONS**

The proposed ARD aggregate marker needs only the simple per-flow host marker that marks simply the packets of a TCP flow as IN or OUT packets according to only the contract rate. To solve TCP unfairness caused by sporadic and unfair OUT packet droppings in the RIO buffer, firstly the ARD marker performs the random early fair remarking of excessive IN packets of greedy TCP flows to OUT, according to the TPR. Secondly, ARD marker increases constant and fair droppings for the remarked IN packets of greedy TCP flows by fair early dropping some of them instead of remarking, before they enter into core routers. From the simulation results, by doing this fair regulative IN packet dropping, adaptively to TPR, ARD marker achieves TCP fairness without a decrease in the link utilization, although it operates at the aggregate flow level without per-flow information, unlike previous apparatuses.
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